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Abstract
Most marine organisms have complex life histories, where the individual stages of 
a life cycle are often morphologically and ecologically distinct. Nevertheless, life- 
history stages share a single genome and are linked phenotypically (by “carry- over ef-
fects”). These commonalities across the life history couple the evolutionary dynamics 
of different stages and provide an arena for evolutionary constraints. The degree to 
which genetic and phenotypic links among stages hamper adaptation in any one stage 
remains unclear and yet adaptation is essential if marine organisms will adapt to future 
climates. Here, we use an extension of Fisher's geometric model to explore how both 
carry- over effects and genetic links among life- history stages affect the emergence 
of pleiotropic trade- offs between fitness components of different stages. We subse-
quently explore the evolutionary trajectories of adaptation of each stage to its opti-
mum using a simple model of stage- specific viability selection with nonoverlapping 
generations. We show that fitness trade- offs between stages are likely to be common 
and that such trade- offs naturally emerge through either divergent selection or mu-
tation. We also find that evolutionary conflicts among stages should escalate during 
adaptation, but carry- over effects can ameliorate this conflict. Carry- over effects also 
tip the evolutionary balance in favor of better survival in earlier life- history stages 
at the expense of poorer survival in later stages. This effect arises in our discrete- 
generation framework and is, therefore, unrelated to age- related declines in the effi-
cacy of selection that arise in models with overlapping generations. Our results imply 
a vast scope for conflicting selection between life- history stages, with pervasive evo-
lutionary constraints emerging from initially modest selection differences between 
stages. Organisms with complex life histories should also be more constrained in their 
capacity to adapt to global change than those with simple life histories.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Most marine organisms have complex life histories with two or 
more distinct life- history stages that can differ in habitat use, tro-
phic mode, and mobility (Marshall et al., 2012; Strathmann, 1993). 
Despite years of discussion, the evolutionary forces maintaining 
complex life histories, and the evolutionary consequences of eco-
logically distinct stages, remain poorly resolved (Aguirre et al., 2014; 
Istock, 1967; Marshall & Morgan, 2011; Moran, 1994; Slade & 
Wassersug, 1975; Werner, 1988). Major life- history transitions, 
such as metamorphosis, might facilitate divergence between phe-
notypes that are expressed at different stages during development 
and thereby allow individuals to express the optimal phenotype at 
each life- history stage (Istock, 1967; Moran, 1994; Werner, 1988). 
Nevertheless, others have argued that the genetic and phenotypic 
links among life histories constrain evolution (Aguirre et al., 2014; 
Marshall & Morgan, 2011; Schluter et al., 1991; Strathmann, 1977; 
Wilbur, 1980). Viewed through this lens, each stage represents an 
awkward compromise, with trait values evolving to balance op-
posing patterns of selection among different life- history stages 
(Schluter et al., 1991). Reconciling the degree to which different life- 
history stages are constrained in their evolution is of fundamental 
interest but takes on new significance given the potential for such 
constraints to limit adaptation to environmental change. Given most 
marine organisms have complex histories, if life complexity con-
strains evolution, then marine taxa may be particularly vulnerable to 
global change (Marshall et al., 2016).

Quantitative genetics theory has illuminated the limits to ad-
aptation in genetically correlated traits, including traits expressed 
during different life- history stages (Lande, 1979, 1982; Marshall & 
Morgan, 2011). Estimates of additive genetic (co)variances and se-
lection in multivariate trait space can predict short- term evolution-
ary dynamics (Arnold, 1992; Lande, 1979), with genetic constraints 
to adaptation revealed through mismatches between the orientation 
of directional selection and the orientation of the evolutionary re-
sponse (Blows & Walsh, 2009; Lande, 1979; Marshall et al., 2016). 
Genetic constraints that arise in simple life- history contexts (e.g., 
pleiotropy between traits expressed within a stage) may be ampli-
fied by life- history complexity. For example, if patterns of selection 
differ drastically between stages, even modest genetic correla-
tions among stages can severely bias the evolutionary trajectory 
of each stage away from the direction favored by natural selection, 
and thereby reduce the rate of population adaptation (Marshall 
et al., 2016; Marshall & Morgan, 2011). While life- history constraints 
have been assessed in several systems, the current literature is am-
bivalent regarding the magnitude of genetic covariances between 
traits expressed at different stages (Aguirre et al., 2014), as well as 
the consistency of natural selection across stages, with some studies 
showing consistent directional selection between stages and oth-
ers showing reversals (Dias & Marshall, 2010; Dibattista et al., 2007; 
Hendry et al., 2001). But the insights that quantitative genetics the-
ory can generate about the long- run evolutionary trajectories of life 
histories are limited (see Cotto & Chevin, 2020 for a discussion of 

these issues)— instead a population genetics approach is required. 
Perhaps equally importantly, the role of carry- over effects in altering 
the evolutionary trajectories of life histories has not been explored 
formally.

Carry- over effects (alternatively known as latent effects or phe-
notypic links) occur when the environment or phenotype in one life- 
history stage affects the phenotype or performance of a subsequent 
life- history stage (Pechenik, 2006). For example, larval food envi-
ronments can strongly influence postmetamorphic performance— 
high food environments generally increase juvenile survival and 
growth relative to low food environments (Allen & Marshall, 2010; 
Phillips, 2002). These effects are ubiquitous in marine taxa and 
play an important ecological role in driving population dynamics 
(Pechenik, 2006), but their role in evolution and adaptation remains 
surprisingly unexplored (Marshall & Morgan, 2011). By analogy, gen-
otypes that are relatively efficient at sequestering resources early 
on in life may increase both their rates of survival during develop-
ment and fitness components expressed later on. Here, we address 
these knowledge gaps by applying Fisher's geometric model to com-
plex marine life cycles.

During the last two decades, Fisher's geometric model has 
emerged as a powerful tool for gauging genetic constraints to adap-
tation (Connallon & Hall, 2018; Connallon & Hodgins, 2021; Martin 
& Lenormand, 2006, 2008; Orr, 1998, 2000, 2006; Tenaillon, 2014). 
Several models have extended Fisher's original framework to study 
genetic trade- offs in fitness between different contexts of selec-
tion, including early versus late life (Moorad & Hall, 2009), between 
the sexes (Connallon & Clark, 2014a, 2014b), and between environ-
ments (Connallon & Clark, 2015; Martin & Lenormand, 2006, 2015). 
These studies show that mutations exhibiting fitness trade- offs may 
indeed be prevalent and that trade- offs should escalate during the 
process of adaptation, leading to a build- up of genetic constraints 
during evolution. These extensions of Fisher's model nevertheless 
ignore two issues that are particularly pertinent in life- history con-
texts. First, their primary focus is on binary trade- offs so the mani-
festation of fitness trade- offs across life cycles with more than two 
major stages remains poorly characterized. Second, current theory 
ignores the potential for carry- over effects between stages. While 
carry- over effects potentially align the effects of mutations on per-
formance in different stages (thereby masking trade- offs; for exam-
ple, Houle, 1991; Metcalf, 2016; van Noordwijk & de Jong, 1986), 
they have yet to be integrated into Fisher's geometric model.

We use Fisher's geometric model to characterize the spectrum of 
mutations with stage- specific beneficial effects and the scope of ge-
netic trade- offs between fitness components of different life- history 
stages, both with and without developmental carry- over effects. We 
then consider how the pervasiveness of trade- offs evolves during the 
course of adaptation to the stage- specific optima, focusing on the evo-
lutionary dynamics of stage- specific viability selection and survival in 
populations with nonoverlapping generations. We subsequently dis-
cuss potential effects of overlapping generations on the dynamics of 
stage- specific adaptation and outline areas for future theoretical at-
tention within the framework of Fisher's geometric model.
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2  |  THE MODEL

Our extension of Fisher's geometric model focuses on two key 
features of life- history complexity: pleiotropy between stages, 
and stage differences in phenotypic selection. We ask how these 
features influence the emergence of genetic trade- offs for perfor-
mance among stages and constrain the trajectories of phenotypic 
evolution in adapting populations.

The model assumes a life cycle with t distinct stages (though 
most of our results focus on the specific cases of two or three 
stages, i.e.: t = 2 and t = 3), where we consider how often muta-
tions that are beneficial with a single stage have pleiotropic costs in 
other stages. Using the evolutionary framework of “adaptive walks” 
from genetic theories of adaptation (Orr, 1998, 2005a), which ap-
plies to populations with discrete (nonoverlapping) generations, 
we subsequently consider how stage- specific patterns of viability 
selection and phenotypic effects of random mutations affect the 
evolutionary trajectories of adaptation of each stage toward its op-
timum. Our focus on discrete- generation dynamics reflects our pri-
mary biological interest in exploring how differences among stages 
in the direction of selection and the expression of genetic variation 
influence the evolution of trade- offs during adaptation to an opti-
mum, rather than maladaptation that arises from overlapping gen-
erations per se (i.e., the evolution of senescence due to age- related 
declines in the efficacy of selection following reproductive maturity; 
Charlesworth, 1994). Evolutionary dynamics are obviously more 
complex in populations with overlapping generations— a point that 
we return to in the Discussion.

2.1  |  Fisher's geometric model with multiple stages

Our model builds upon the classical (i.e., haploid and “isotropic”) 
version of Fisher's model. Following convention (see Fisher, 1930; 
Kimura, 1983; Orr, 1998, 2000, 2005a, 2005b; Sellis et al., 2011; 
Tenaillon, 2014), we assume that: (1) individuals express multidi-
mensional phenotypes that are entirely specified by the genotype 
that they carry (genotype fully specifies the phenotype expressed 
at each stage; the phenotypes of a given genotype may or may not 
vary across stages); (2) the phenotypic effects of random mutations 
are unbiased in multidimensional trait space; and (3) stage- specific 
survival is a function of the distance between the stage- specific phe-
notype and the stage- specific optimum. With respect to assumption 
(1), note that random phenotypic variation among individuals with a 
given genotype should not affect our results, provided such variation 
has the same magnitude among genotypes, and the residual varia-
tion remains isotropic throughout the life cycle (see the Supporting 
Information). For ease of presentation, we first outline a complex 
life- history extension of Fisher's geometric model in the absence 
of carry- over effects between stages. We subsequently extend the 
model to include carry- over effects. Figure 1 provides a two- trait ex-
ample of mutation and selection across the three stages of our model.

2.1.1  |  Stage- specific survival

We assume that all life- history stages express a common set of n 
traits along with a set of ni –  n stage- limited traits, where ni repre-
sents the total number of traits expressed in stage i. Each stage has a 
single optimum in ni- dimensional phenotypic space. The population 
is initially fixed for a common genotype with the following pheno-
typic expression values within the ith life- history stage:

where ai,k refers to the expression value of trait k during life- history 
stage i. The first n terms refer to traits that are shared (mutually ex-
pressed) among stages; traits n + 1 to ni are only expressed in the ith 
stage. The optimum phenotype for ith stage is:

with the same ordering of the ni traits.
Following convention (see Orr, 1998, 2000; Tenaillon, 2014), and 

ignoring carry- over effects for the moment, stage- specific fitness 
declines as a Gaussian function of the Euclidean distance between 
trait expression and optimum. Fitness in the ith stage is:

where ωi is a constant that determines the concavity of the fitness sur-
face in the ith stage, and zi =

�∑ni
k=1

�
oi,k−ai,k

�2 is the distance to the 
optimum within the ith stage.

2.1.2  |  Mutation

Each mutation alters the multivariate phenotype that is expressed by 
its carriers. In the ith stage, mutant carriers express the phenotype:

where the γi,k represents the phenotypic effect of a mutation on the 
kth trait axis, in the ith stage.

Following Fisher (1930), Kimura (1983), Orr (1998), and oth-
ers (Connallon & Clark, 2014a, 2014b; Sellis et al., 2011; Wang 
et al., 2010; Waxman & Welch, 2005), we assume that mutant 
phenotypic orientations within a given stage are unbiased in phe-
notypic space. For a random mutation that has a total phenotypic 
effect magnitude of ri =

�∑ni
k=1

�2
i,k

 in the ith stage, the phenotypic 
orientation is generated by sampling ni times (independently) from a 
standard normal distribution. The phenotypic effect of the mutation 
on the kth trait axis is:

Ai =
(
ai,1, ai,2, … , ai,n, ai,n+1, … , ai,ni

)

Oi =
(
oi,1, oi,2, … , oi,n, oi,n+1, … , oi,ni

)

Wi

(
zi
)
= e−�i z

2
i

Mi =
(
ai,1 + � i,1, ai,2 + � i,2, … , ai,ni + � i,ni

)

(1)� i,k =
rimi,k�∑ni
k=1

m2
i,k
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where mi,k is the kth of the ni drawn from the standard normal distri-
bution. With moderately high dimensionality within the stage (ni ≥ 10 
is sufficient; Connallon & Clark, 2014a; Waxman & Welch, 2005), 
the mutation's effect on the kth trait axis is well- approximated by 
� i,k ≈ rimi,k ∕

√
ni, which we use in subsequent analytical results (sim-

ulations, outlined below, use the exact expression in Equation 1). We 
allowed mutations to have correlated phenotypic effects on each of 
the shared traits, with �mut

ij
= cov

(
mi,k ,mi,k

)
 representing the covari-

ance (between stages i and j) of random variables drawn to represent 
change in the kth of the n shared traits.

The displacement of mutant individuals from the optimum of 
the ith stage is z∗

i
=

�∑ni
k=1

�
oi,k−ai,k−� i,k

�2, and the fitness (within 
stage i) of mutant relative to wild- type individuals is:

2.1.3  |  Evolutionary dynamics

In characterizing long- run patterns of evolutionary change, we fol-
low previous versions of Fisher's geometric model, and model ad-
aptation under the assumption that mutation rates are sufficiently 
weak that the population may be polymorphic for, at most, a single 
locus at any given time (McCandlish & Stoltzfus, 2014; Orr, 1998, 
2005a), and generations are nonoverlapping (for a related model 
of age- specific selection with discrete generations, see Cotto & 
Chevin, 2020). Evolutionary dynamics can then be described using 

an “origin- fixation” framework (see McCandlish & Stoltzfus, 2014), in 
which the population evolves through a series of discrete jumps that 
each correspond to the fixation of a beneficial mutation.

Fixation probabilities are based on branching process approxima-
tions (Barrett et al., 2006; Haldane, 1927a, 1927b) that emerge from 
the deterministic evolutionary dynamics of single loci. For a single 
locus with two alleles (a wild- type and a mutant), let q represent the 
frequency of the mutant allele at the beginning of the life cycle (e.g., 
before any selection has occurred). In a deterministically evolving 
population, the change in allele frequency after a complete cycle 
of t stages is Δq = sq(1 − q)(1+qs)−1 (see Supporting Information), 
where s =

∏t

i=1
wi − 1 represents the net fitness effect of the mu-

tant allele (mutations with s > 0 experience positive selection; those 
with s < 0 experience purifying selection). Following standard the-
ory (Barrett et al., 2006; Haldane, 1927b; Orr, 1998), the probability 
that a random mutation with a net fitness effect of s is eventually 
fixed is approximately 1 − e−2s when s > 0 and zero otherwise. Our 
analytical results use the approximation 1 − e−2s ≈ 2s , which applies 
with fitness effects of beneficial mutations are small (i.e., s < ~0.1, 
as is nearly always be true when the population is reasonably well 
adapted to its environment).

2.2  |  Carry- over effects between stages

To include carry- over effects, we draw upon the theory of acquisi-
tion and allocation by Houle (1991) and model stage- specific fitness 

(2)wi =
Wi

(
z∗
i

)

Wi

(
zi
) = exp

[
− �i

(
r2
i
− 2

ni∑

k=1

� i,k
(
oi,k − ai,k

)
)]

F I G U R E  1  Fisher's geometric model in species with complex life cycles: an example involving three life- history stages and two traits that 
are shared across stages (the traits are represented by the y-  and x- axes, per circle; pictograms show two different larval stages (zoea and 
megalopa), and the adult stage (crab). The optimal phenotype per stage (O1, O2, O3) occurs at the intersection between the dotted lines, and 
stage- specific survival decreases with distance from the optimum. A1, A2, and A3 represent wild- type phenotypes of the population (the 
filled circles). Directional selection in each stage is represented by a vector (the solid arrows) that points from the current phenotype to the 
optimal phenotype. The stage- specific distances to the optima are represented by z1, z2, and z3. Angles between stage- specific vectors of 
directional selection are �12 (i.e., between stages 1 and 2), �13, and �23. An example is shown of a mutation that alters trait expression in all 
three stages. Vectors show the effect of the mutation on the phenotype with ri (for stage i) representing the magnitude of the change. The 
example mutation is beneficial for stages 1 and 3 (mutant individuals are closer to the optimum) and deleterious for stage 2.
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of a genotype in stage i as a function of its phenotypic displace-
ment from the optimum of stage i, as well as the fitness of preceding 
stages (i.e., prior to the ith stage). Survival in stage i is:

where cij terms define the effect of survival in stage j on survival 
in stage i, and z = (z1, z2, … zt) represents the set of stage- specific 
displacements from the optima. When cij = 0, there is no carry- 
over effect between stage i and j; when cij > 0, high survival within 
the earlier stage (stage j) boosts survival in the later stage (stage i); 
we ignore cases where cij < 0, where poor survival in one stage 
increases survival in later stages as this is biologically unlikely 
(Pechenik, 2006). In stage i, the survival of a mutant relative to 
a wild- type genotype is wi = Wi(z

∗)∕Wi(z), where z∗ represents 
the set of displacements from stage- specific optima for a mutant 
individual.

2.3  |  Analysis and simulations

All analytical results assume that dimensionality is sufficiently high 
(~ni > 10) that mutational effects on individual trait axes can be ap-
proximated using � i,k ≈ rimi,k ∕

√
ni and that mutational effects on 

stage- specific survival and overall fitness are sufficiently small that 
fixation probabilities for beneficial mutations are 2 s. Analytical re-
sults were validated by exact computer simulations, which relax both 
assumptions.

Adaptive walk simulations were carried out under mutation- 
limited conditions (see above), in which beneficial alleles are rare 
and adaptive substitutions fix sequentially (see McCandlish & 
Stoltzfus, 2014). At each time point during an adaptive walk, we gen-
erated random mutations and fitness effects using exact versions 
of Equations (1) and (2). For simplicity, we present the results for 
two extreme scenarios of the mutant phenotypic effect correlation 
between stages (results for intermediate cases between these ex-
tremes are presented in the Supporting Information). In the first sce-
nario, we assumed that mutational effects are perfectly correlated 
between stages, and the magnitude and phenotypic orientation of 
each mutation were identical among stages. The magnitude of each 
mutation was drawn from a gamma distribution with mean E(r) = αλ 
and variance var(r) = αλ2, where α and λ are the gamma shape and 
scale parameters (respectively). The orientation of the mutation 
was assigned using the algorithm presented above with �mut

ij
= 1 

(see Equation (1) and surrounding text). In the second scenario, 
we assumed that mutant effects are uncorrelated between stages 
(�mut
ij

= 0). In this case, a mutant's magnitude was assigned for each of 
the stages by carrying out three independent draws from a gamma 
distribution and assuming identical marginal distributions for each 
stage.

Evolution was simulated by sequentially introducing a single 
mutation into the population and determining its fate by drawing 

a Bernoulli random variable with probability of success defined by 
its fixation probability (1 − e−2s, as above). Following each fixation 
event, we recalculated the position of the population within phe-
notypic space, along with new values of zi and cos(θij). Parameters 
of the distribution of phenotypic effects of random mutations (α, λ, 
�mut
ij

 ), the fitness landscape of each stage (ωi and the locations of op-
tima), and trait dimensionality (ni), are assumed to be constant over 
time.

3  |  RESULTS

In the following sections, we describe four key aspects of adapta-
tion and trade- offs within the context of complex life cycles. We 
first characterize the distribution of mutational effects on stage- 
specific survival. Second, we quantify the prevalence of trade- offs 
in viability between life- history stages. Third, we describe the dis-
tribution of mutational effects on overall fitness, as well as the 
effect of this distribution on the rate of adaptation of the popula-
tion. Fourth, we describe the dynamics of stage- specific adapta-
tion and the escalation of trade- offs during adaptation to a set of 
stage- specific optima. For simplicity, we initially present results 
excluding carry- over effects between stages. We then revisit the 
results in light of carry- over effects. Because the following results 
are somewhat heavy going, we conclude each section (following 
the example of Orr, 1998) with a brief verbal summary of each 
section.

3.1  |  Distribution of mutational effects on stage- 
specific viability

With sufficiently high phenotypic dimensions in each life stage (i.e., 
ni > 10 in stage i), and conditioned on the mutation's magnitude (i.e., 
ri in stage i), the distribution of mutational effects on survival in 
each stage converges to a multivariate normal distribution (see the 
Supporting Information). The mean and variance of mutational ef-
fects within the ith stage are given by:

and

These expressions correspond to those of a single stage in 
the classical version of Fisher's geometric model (Tenaillon, 2014; 
Waxman & Welch, 2005). Between- stage correlation coefficients 
for the effects of mutations on survival (i.e., between stages i and j, 
and conditioned on the mutation magnitudes, ri and rj) are given by:

(3)Wi(z) =

(
i−1∏

j=1

W
cij

j

)
e−�i z

2
i = exp

(
− �iz

2
i
−

i−1∑

j=1

cij�jz
2
j

)

(4)E
[
ln
(
wi

)|||ri
]
≈ − �ir

2
i
,

(5)var
[
ln
(
wi

)|||ri
]
≈

(
2�iziri

)2

ni
.

(6)�w
ij
≈ �i�j�

mut
ij

cos
(
�ij
)
.
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Equation (6) illustrates how between- stage correlations for survival 
depend on three features of mutation and selection in each pair of 
stages: (1) the proportion of the total maladaptation in each stage 
that is attributable to the shared traits (�i and �j in stages i and j, 
respectively, which fall within the range 0 < 𝜙i ,𝜙j < 1); (2) the cor-
relation of phenotypic effects between the stages for the shared 
traits (�mut

ij
, which we assume is within the range 0<𝜌mut

ij
< 1); and (3) 

the alignment of multivariate directional selection between stages 
for the shared traits (cos

(
�ij
)
, where �ij is the angle between the 

vectors of selection to the optimum of each stage, with respect to 
shared traits; − 1 < cos

(
𝜃ij
)
< 1). There is a perfect mutational cor-

relation for survival between stages (�w
ij
= 1) if (and only if) there 

is no maladaptation in stage- limited traits (i.e., all maladaptation is 
within the shared traits: �i�j = 1), phenotypic effects of mutations 
on shared traits are perfectly correlated between stages (�mut

ij
= 1 ), 

and the orientations of directional selection on shared traits are 
perfectly aligned between stages (cos

(
�ij
)
= 1, which requires that 

�ij = 0). Violation of the first two conditions tends to weaken the 
between- stage correlation for survival; violation of the third con-
dition will either dampen a positive correlation between stages 
(when 0 < cos

(
𝜃ij
)
< 1, which requires that 𝜋 ∕2 > 𝜃ij > 0), or gener-

ate a negative correlation for survival between stages (𝜌W
ij

< 0 when 
cos

(
𝜃ij
)
< 0 < 𝜙i𝜙j𝜌

mut
ij

).
Message 1: The genetic basis of adaptive variation is likely to differ 

among stages under most conditions.

3.2  |  Trade- offs between life- history stages

Imperfect correlations for survival potentially lead to genetic trade- 
offs among stages, in which mutations that improve survival in some 
stages reduce survival in others. Among the set of mutations that in-
crease survival in at least one life stage (hereafter, the “conditionally 
beneficial” mutations), what proportion exhibits trade- offs between 
stages (hereafter, “fA”)? In the simplest case in which there are only 
two major stages in the life cycle (i.e., stages 1 and 2), the proportion 
of conditionally beneficial mutations that exhibit trade- offs has the 
lower bound:

(see the Supporting Information) where �w
12

 is defined in Equation (6), 
and sin−1(x) refers to the inverse sine function (for similar results 
applied to trade- offs between sexes or between a pair of environ-
ments, see Connallon & Clark, 2014a; Martin & Lenormand, 2015). 
Equation (7) reveals that, unless survival is perfectly correlated be-
tween different life- history stages (�w

12
= 1), then mutations con-

ferring increased survival in one stage will generally come at the 
expense of survival in another (Figure 2, left panel). Relative to 
the baseline defined in Equation (7), the fraction of conditionally 
beneficial mutations that exhibit trade- offs further escalates with 
increasing mutational effect sizes (i.e., increasing sizes in Fisher's 

scale: ri
√
ni ∕2zi) or when stages differ for the phenotypic effects 

of mutations (r1 ≠ r2), dimensionality (n1 ≠ n2), and/or their degrees of 
maladaptation (z1 ≠ z2).

Additional life- history complexity further inflates the preva-
lence of trade- offs among conditionally beneficial mutations. With 
three major stages in the life cycle, the lower bound for trade- offs 
becomes:

(see the Supporting Information). Trade- offs are equally prevalent 
in two-  and three- stage life cycles when, at most, one life- history 
stage is imperfectly correlated with the other(s) (e.g., 𝜌w

12
= 𝜌w

13
< 1 

and �w
23

= 1), in which the system behaves as if it is composed of ef-
fectively two stages (Equation (8) reduces to Equation (7)). Trade- 
offs escalate when all three stages are imperfectly correlated 
with one other (e.g., − 0.5 < 𝜌w

12
= 𝜌w

13
= 𝜌w

23
< 1; see Figure 2, right 

panel).
Message 2: Trade- offs in survival between life- history stages are al-

most inevitable when there is pleiotropy between traits expressed in dif-
ferent stages. The prevalence of these trade- offs is expected to increase 
with the number of life- history stages in the life cycle.

3.3  |  Beneficial mutations and the rate of  
adaptation

Adaptation is fueled by beneficial alleles that improve the overall 
fitness of their carriers. In the absence of carry- over effects, and 
with nonoverlapping generations, the relative fitness of a random 
mutation is a multiplicative function of its effects on fitness com-
ponents (e.g., probabilities of survival) for the set of life- history 
stages (i.e.: 1 + s =

∏t

i=1
wi, where s is the net selection coeffi-

cient for the mutation, t denotes the number of stages in the life 
cycle, and the wi are described in Equation (2)). At high dimensions 
(ni > 10) and provided values of s are small (|s| << 1, and therefore 
ln[1 + s] ~ s), the distribution of fitness effects of mutations of size 
r = (r1, r2, …, rt) is approximately normal with a mean and variance 
(respectively) of:

and 

where � i = 2�izi is the strength of selection to the optimum in stage i. 
Equation (10) implies that the variance of the distribution of fitness 
effects is proportional to the mutational correlations for survival 
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between each pair of stages. The variance is maximized when �w
ij
= 1, 

which— as we have seen— is a restrictive condition to meet. Following 
Cotto and Chevin (2020), when constraints to divergence between 
stages are absolute and trait expression is constant across the life 
cycle (A = Ai; n = ni, r = ri; �

mut
ij

= 1), then the model can be reframed in 
terms selection to an “effective optimum,” which represents a pheno-
typic compromise that minimizes the cumulative cost of maladaptation 
through the life cycle (see the Supporting Information). In this case, 
Equations (9 and 10) simplify to s = − �totr

2 and �2 ≈ n
−1
(
2z̃r�tot

)2 , 
where z̃ is the population's distance from the effective optimum and 
�tot =

∑t

i=1
�i.

Imperfect correlations between stages (𝜌w
ij
< 1) decrease the 

rate of adaptation of the population. Assuming that adaptation is 
mutation- limited and dimensionality is reasonably large (ni > 10), the 
expected rate of adaptation (increase in relative fitness) via fixation 
of mutations of size r is:

(see the Supporting Information), where s and �2 are given by 
Equations (9 and 10), Nu is the population- scaled mutation rate, and 
erf

�
s

�
√
2

�
 is the error function. Equation (11), which follows the ap-

proach pioneered by Orr, 2000; (also see Tenaillon, 2014; Connallon 
& Hall, 2018), is a monotonically increasing function of genetic cor-
relations of survival among life- history stages (i.e., d

d𝜌w
ij

(
dln( w|r)

dt

)
> 0). 

In other words, decreasing values of �w
ij
 reduce the rate at which the 

population can adapt to its environment. In the extreme case, in which 
the variance for survival is equal among stages (Equation (5) is the same 
for each stage) and correlations in survival reach the common lower 

bound, �w
ij
= − (t−1)−1, beneficial effects of mutations are offset by 

costs in other stages, which minimizes the mutational variance for fit-
ness (�2 = 0), renders mutations effectively neutral, and causes adap-
tation to cease.

Message 3: Species with complex life histories will adapt much more 
slowly than those with simple life histories. Mutations can become effec-
tively neutral with respect to fitness despite affecting survival of each 
stage of the life cycle.

3.4  |  Stage- specific adaptation and the 
escalation of constraints during evolution

How do imperfectly correlated effects of mutations on survival 
across stages affect the long- run evolutionary trajectories of each 
stage toward its optimum? How does the process of adaptation influ-
ence the emergence of evolutionary genetic constraints over time? 
We answer these questions using simulated adaptive walks of popu-
lations with three major life- history stages to a set of stage- specific 
phenotypic optima. We focused on two extremes of our model. At 
the one extreme, phenotypic effects of mutations are perfectly cor-
related between stages: all traits are shared, and mutational magni-
tudes and orientations are perfectly correlated among stages (ri = rj, 
�mut
ij

= 1). At the other extreme, mutational effects are uncorrelated 
between stages (cov(ri, rj) = 0, �mut

ij
= 0), though mutations have plei-

otropic effects across stages. For simplicity, we assumed that stages 
exhibit similar marginal distributions of mutational effects on trait 
expression (ri and rj have the same marginal distribution in stages i 
and j, respectively), and stages have similar strengths of stabilizing 
selection near their optima (i.e., ωi = ωj).

(11)dln(w�r)
dt

= Nu�2

��
1 +

s2

�2

��
1 + erf

�
s

�
√
2

��
+

s

�

√
2

√
�
e−s

2∕2�2

�

F I G U R E  2  Trade- offs between stages. Among mutations that are beneficial in at least one stage, fA is the fraction that exhibits a trade- 
off. The solid curves show the lower bound for fA (see Equations [7 and 8]). Circles are simulated values for fA, each based on 106 simulated 
mutations and different mutation sizes (mutation sizes are presented in Fisher's scale, r

√
n∕2z, where r is the mutation's absolute magnitude, 

n is the number of traits, and z is the distance to the optimum; see Orr, 1998). Results show cases in which the mutational variance for 
survival (i.e., Equation 5) is equal among stages, and there are no carry- over effects (i.e., cij = 0 in Equation (3)). In the right- hand panel (three 
stages), the thin gray line shows the case where two of the three stages are perfectly correlated with each other, and the remaining stage 
varies in its correlation with the other two. The remaining results show the case where all stages are equally correlated with each other (i.e., 
�w
12

= �w
13

= �w
23

).
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When mutant phenotypic effects are strongly correlated across 
stages, any initial differences among stages in the orientation of di-
rectional selection become amplified during the process of adapta-
tion. In a three- stage model with the optima equidistant from each 
other (Figure 3, top panel), adaptive substitutions tend to increase 
the angles between stage- specific vectors of directional selection 
(i.e., θij increases and cos(θij) decreases), which decreases mutational 
correlations for survival and expands the prevalence of trade- offs 
between stages (i.e., given Equation (8)). When all traits are shared 
(n1 = n2 = n3 = n), mutational correlations for survival (�w

ij
) ultimately 

approach a limit at which �w
12

= �w
13

= �w
23

= − 0.5 and no further ad-
aptation is possible (Figure 3, top panel). When the optimum of one 
stage is divergent from the others and stabilizing selection is equally 
strong for each stage, adaptation becomes enhanced in stages with 

similar optima at the expense of the stage with the most divergent 
optimum (see Figures S1 and S2). In the extreme case where two 
stages share an optimum and the remaining optimum is divergent, 
the system tends to evolve to a state of constraint in which the sum 
of the displacements of the two similar stages are equal the displace-
ment of the most divergent stage.

When mutant phenotypic effects are uncorrelated across 
stages, trade- offs are common regardless of the degree to which 
directional selection aligns between stages (i.e., from Equation (8), 
fA ≥ 6∕7 ≈ 0.86 when �mut

ij
= 0 and there are three stages). Our sim-

ulations further show that any alignment among stages in the initial 
direction of selection will tend to decay over time; on average, the 
angles between vectors of stage- specific selection evolve to be-
come orthogonal (θij = π/2 and cos(θij) = 0), though there is consider-
able dispersion across different adaptive walk simulation runs in the 
relative orientations of stage- specific selection (cf. the mean value 
for cos(θij), presented in red, versus cos(θij) of individual simulation 
runs, presented in gray; Figure 3, bottom panel). All stages will even-
tually approach their optima, though rates of adaptation can be slow 
due to the prevalence of pleiotropic trade- offs among stages.

Message 4: Maladaptation persists in each stage and is particularly 
pronounced in the stage with the most divergent optimum. Selection will 
eventually resolve this maladaptation over time.

3.5  |  Evolutionary consequences of carry- over 
effects between stages

Up to this point, we have ignored developmental carry- over ef-
fects between stages, thereby excluding the likely possibility that 
high survival in early stages (e.g., high rates of resource acquisi-
tion; Houle, 1991; Marshall & Morgan, 2011; Pechenik, 2006; van 
Noordwijk & de Jong, 1986) will benefit survival at later ones. In the 
presence of carry- over effects (following Equation (3)), stage- specific 
survival in each of the three stages is described by the following 
functions: W1 = e−�1z

2
1, W2 = W

c12
1

e−�2z
2
2, and W3 = W

c13
1

W
c23
2

e−�3z
2
3, 

with the superscripts characterizing the carry- over effects of sur-
vival from earlier to later stages (cij = 0 when there are no carry- over 
effects; cij >0 otherwise).

Carry- over effects between stages promote positive between- 
stage covariances for survival and thereby limit the expression of 
trade- offs in survival between stages. The effect is easily seen for 
the case of two stages, where the covariance of mutational effects 
on survival in stages 1 and 2 (conditional on the mutational magni-
tudes, r1 and r2) is:

where ln
(
w1

)
 and ln

(
w2

)
 represent the survival of mutant relative to 

wild- type individuals in stages 1 and 2, respectively. The second term 
in the right- hand side of the equation captures the contribution of 

(12)

cov
�
ln
�
w1

�
, ln

�
w2

����r1, r2
�
≈

4�1�2r1r2z1z2√
n1n2

�1�2�
mut
12

cos
�
�12

�
+ c12

�
2�1r1z1√

n1

�2

,

F I G U R E  3  Stage- specific adaptation and orientations of 
directional selection during adaptive walks toward stage- specific 
optima. Results show cases where the optima for a life cycle of 
three stages are equally divergent from one another (they form 
an equilateral triangle in multidimensional space) and there are 
no carry- over effects (c12 = c13 = c23 = 0). Given symmetry in 
these results, we present the evolutionary movement of the 
first stage to its optimum (Δz1, where Δz1 = 0 corresponds to no 
adaptation, and Δz1 = 1 corresponds to a completed adaptive 
walk), and the orientation of selection in stage 1 relative to stage 
2 (− 1 < cos

(
𝜃12

)
< 1, where cos

(
�12

)
 captures the correlation 

of directional selection between stages 1 and 2). Means are 
based on 100 adaptive walks (top panel) or 5000 walks (bottom 
panel), with gray lines showing the values of cos

(
�12

)
 for the first 

50 adaptive walks. Initial conditions were z1 = z2 = z3 = 1 and 
cos(θ12) = cos(θ13) = cos(θ23) = 0.95, with selection parameters 
ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = ½, and equal marginal distributions of mutant 
phenotypic effects on each stage. Mutational magnitudes (r1, r2, r3) 
follow an exponential distribution (gamma with parameters α = 1 
and λ = 0.1). Results for intermediate phenotypic effect correlations 
between stages are presented in Figure S2.
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carry- over effects to the covariance. This term is positive whenever 
carry- over effects are present (cij > 0), and will either enhance an al-
ready positive covariance for survival between stages (i.e., when 
𝜙1𝜙2𝜌

mut
12

cos
(
𝜃12

)
> 0) or weaken a negative covariance between 

stages (i.e., when 𝜙1𝜙2𝜌
mut
12

cos
(
𝜃12

)
< 0). When phenotypic effects of 

mutations are uncorrelated between stages (�mut
12

= 0), carry- over ef-
fects will, nevertheless, generate a positively correlation for survival 
in each stage.

Adaptive walk simulations reveal an additional consequence of 
carry- over effects for stage- specific patterns of adaptation. Because 
survival in earlier stages has cascading effects on survival through-
out the remainder of the life cycle, carry- over effects tip the bal-
ance of adaptation in the favor of earlier stages, and at the expense 
of later ones (Figure 4), with early stages more closely approaching 
their optima than later stages. Carry- over effects cause maladapta-
tion to increase with each successive stage of the life cycle, with the 
relative orientations of selection becoming most similar between the 
later, more poorly adapted stages (Figure 4).

Message 5: Carry- over effects tend to reduce survival trade- offs 
between stages and give an advantage to earlier life- history traits in the 
evolutionary tug- of- war over survival in each life- history stage.

4  |  DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that genetic trade- offs in survival among life- 
history stages should be ubiquitous in organisms with complex life 
histories and that rates of adaptation may, therefore, be dampened 
relative to organisms with simple life histories. Evolutionary theory 
has long emphasized the constraints to adaptation that naturally 
emerge from pleiotropy between the traits expressed by each or-
ganism (Fisher, 1930; Orr, 1998, 2000; but see Wang et al., 2010). 
Life- history complexity, and pleiotropy between the distinct stages 
of a life cycle, further escalates these constraints. Simply put, all 
else being equal a species with numerous life- history stages (e.g., a 
multi- host helminth parasite or a jellyfish) may be more constrained 
in their evolution than a species with a simpler life history (e.g., a 
shark with direct development). Carry- over effects can partially al-
leviate these constraints by reducing the scope of fitness trade- offs 
between stages, but genetic trade- offs are still likely to be preva-
lent during the process of adaptation, particularly when the phe-
notypic effects of mutations are strongly correlated among stages. 
Surprisingly, carry- over effects shift the balance in favor of early 
life- history stages such that higher survival early in the life- history 
will arise at the expense of survival in later life- history stages.

4.1  |  Conflicting selection between stages as a 
consequence of adaptive evolution

Trade- offs are virtually inevitable when mutations have pleiotropic 
phenotypic effects across stages. Indeed, only under restrictive 
circumstances— perfect correlations of mutant phenotypic effects 
between stages, and perfect alignment of stage- specific direc-
tional selection— will complex life histories be free from trade- offs. 
Previous discussions of evolutionary constraints in complex life his-
tories have failed to anticipate the acute sensitivity of performance 
trade- offs to such minor misalignments in selection (Moran, 1994; 
but see Marshall & Morgan, 2011). Interestingly, larval biologists have 
long observed evidence of maladaptation in early life- history stages, 
including the observation that developmental failure is common (not 
all eggs develop into larvae and not all larvae metamorphose into 
juveniles [Strathmann, 1987]). While some of this developmental 
failure is likely a product of imperfect culture conditions, our model 
implies that some failure could be genetically hardwired and an una-
voidable by- product of adaptation in other life- history stages.

Our findings predict a surprising association between adaptation 
of the population and misalignment of directional selection between 
stages. As we show above, the process of adaptation leads to diver-
gence in the orientations of directional selection in each life- history 
stage. As a result, conflict escalates over time, even in cases when 
directional selection is initially strongly aligned among the stages. 
Divergent selection among stages may arise from (perhaps slight) 
initial differences in the orientations of displacement of each stage 
from its optimum, or because mutations contributing to adapta-
tion differentially affect the phenotypes expressed at each stage, 

F I G U R E  4  Phenotypic divergence and stage- specific 
orientations of selection during adaptive walks with strong 
carry- over effects between stages (c12 = c13 = c23 = 2). The 
simulations are otherwise identical to those in Figure 3. Results for 
intermediate phenotypic effect correlations between stages are 
presented in Figure S2.
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which can generate divergent displacements from a shared optimum 
(also see Connallon & Clark, 2014a; Martin & Lenormand, 2015). 
Paradoxically, if we observe high alignment of selection among 
stages in nature, this may imply that the population is poorly adapted 
to its current environment— the high alignment of selection among 
stages could reflect the population's distance from evolutionary 
equilibrium. In contrast, misaligned selection among stages may in-
dicate that the population is not far from evolutionary equilibrium 
and is relatively well adapted, despite suboptimal expression of the 
phenotypes expressed at each stage.

The degree to which directional selection across stages aligns 
may provide clues to whether the population has recently experi-
enced environmental change. For example, populations in which 
directional selection strongly aligns among stages are likely to 
reflect recent or persistent environmental change to which the 
population has not yet adapted. These nonequilibrium populations 
may yet evolve trade- offs between stages if environmental con-
ditions stabilize in future. These theoretical predictions closely 
parallel those from the sexual conflict literature, in which envi-
ronmental change appears to mediate genetic trade- offs between 
female and male fitness (Berger et al., 2014; Connallon, 2015; 
Connallon & Hall, 2016; Long et al., 2012). An interesting challenge 
for empiricists would be to determine whether populations at the 
edge of species' range expansion show more alignment in selection 
between, say, larval and adult phases, than populations at the core 
of a species range (which are presumably better adapted to those 
conditions).

4.2  |  Life- history complexity and the 
optimization of stage- specific phenotypes

Given the exquisite array of adaptations expressed by larval and 
adult individuals of a species, it has always been tempting to inter-
pret the phenotypes that are expressed during each stage as being 
optimized for stage- specific survival. The phenotypic differences 
between stages surely reflect the differences in selection between 
them. However, our model illustrates that there remains consider-
able scope for a tug- of- war between pleiotropically- linked stages 
that may drag stage- specific phenotypes in nonadaptive directions 
within multivariate trait space. Thus, a trait in any one life- history 
stage may actually be a by- product of selection in another stage. At 
the very least, evolution in one stage should often alter the pheno-
types that can evolve in others, particularly when pleiotropy and/or 
carry- over effects maintain phenotypic links among stages.

Adaptation in complex life histories is surprisingly fraught with 
conflict, with slight misalignments in selection between stages rap-
idly yielding rampant genetic trade- offs. When selection is imper-
fectly aligned across stages (perfect alignment in selection is unlikely 
to occur and even less likely to persist across life histories; Marshall 
& Keough, 2008; Pettersen et al., 2016), the evolutionary response 
of a single trait or stage to selection is expected to decrease with 
increasing numbers of life- history stages. This reduction in the 

efficacy of stage- specific selection arises as a natural by- product of 
selection discordance between stages.

Carry- over effects ameliorate the pervasiveness of genetic trade- 
offs among life- history stages, but preserve the conflicts between 
stages that emerge during adaptation. Interestingly, we find that 
carry- over effects tend to skew evolution in favor of the early life- 
history stages (e.g., larval) at the expense of later ones (e.g., adult). 
From this perspective, the evolution of adult traits should be subordi-
nate to the evolution of larval traits. All else being equal, larval stages 
should be better adapted to their environment than are adult stages. 
Survival of larvae is also more sensitive to environmental stressors 
than survival of adults (Marshall et al., 2016), which may imply that 
selection toward the optimum within the larval stage may typically 
be stronger than selection within the adult stage (in our model, this 
corresponds to a larger ω parameter in the larval relative to the adult 
stage). If true, the combination of intrinsically stronger selection at 
the larval stage, and a carry- over effect, would ensure that larvae 
remain closer to their optimum than adults are to theirs. Carry- over 
effects should also add to the maladaptation of postreproductive 
stages that arise through senescence, and which also amplify mal-
adaptation in adults relative to juveniles (see Cotto & Ronce, 2014; 
Moorad & Promislow, 2008). The ecological consequences of carry- 
over effects are relatively well understood— that they play an import-
ant evolutionary role has been less appreciated until now.

Overall, our results strongly suggest that organisms with com-
plex life histories are likely to show less capacity to adapt to envi-
ronmental change than organisms with simple life histories. We find 
that the more life- history stages, the more constrained evolution is 
likely to be. This finding has particularly worrying implications for 
organisms such as red alga and multi- host helminth parasites with 
more than 5 distinct life- history stages— our model implies adap-
tation to change will be particularly constrained in such groups. 
Conversely, species with simple life histories (e.g., direct developers) 
should, ceteris paribus, be more robust to environmental change. A 
better understanding of the genetic covariances among life- history 
stages is essential if we are to predict how marine organisms are 
likely to cope with future change. There is a temptation to view any 
one life- history stage as well adapted to its environment, yet our 
results suggest that any one stage (and particularly the adult stage) is 
likely to represent an awkward compromise between constraints im-
posed by other stages and the selective forces acting on that stage 
(also see Cotto et al., 2019).

Finally, it is important to recall an important simplifying as-
sumption of our model: that generations are nonoverlapping. As 
such, our predictions directly apply to some marine species (e.g., 
short- lived, weedy species and taxa exhibiting semelparous re-
production; for relevant discussion, see Cotto & Chevin, 2020) 
but many not apply as well to others (e.g., iteroparous species). 
Classical population genetic models of age- structured populations 
(Charlesworth, 1994) suggest two ways in which overlapping gen-
erations should alter stage- specific evolutionary dynamics relative 
to our predictions. First, whereas adaptation in our model favors 
mutations that increase the net probability that individuals survive 
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to reproduce, models with overlapping generations should favor 
mutations that elevate population growth, at least to a reason-
able approximation when mutations have small effects on viabil-
ity and/or fertility (Charlesworth, 1994, p. 179; Haldane, 1927a; 
but note that this rule of thumb can break down when benefi-
cial mutations have strong effects on fitness components; see 
de Vries & Caswell, 2019). Second, the efficacy of selection with 
overlapping generations declines with age following reproductive 
maturity, which should differentially hinder adaptation in late rel-
ative to early stages of the life cycle. Consequently, our prediction 
that carry- over effects will amplify maladaptation in late stages 
is likely to be conservative in taxa with overlapping generations, 
which may suffer even greater levels of maladaptation owing to 
processes contributing senescence (Moorad & Promislow, 2008). 
A complete description of the population genetics of adaptation 
to an optimum (Orr, 1998, 2005a, 2005b), including effects of 
overlapping generations, requires an expanded analytical frame-
work that explicitly combines evolution and age- structured demo-
graphic dynamics (see Barfield et al., 2011; Cotto et al., 2019; de 
Vries & Caswell, 2019; Orive et al., 2017), which is a worthy topic 
for future theoretical work.
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